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Product Choice: GitHub 
Improving Developer <> Designer Workflows 

GitHub has the potential to improve cross-functional collaboration 
throughout the product development process.



Product Opportunity & Research 
Conduct basic foundational user research and 
competitive analysis to provide context and opportunities. 

Existing GitHub Product Audit 
Audit the product to contextualize problems and identify 
areas of opportunity or improvement. 

Brainstorming & Prototyping 
Generate ideas and direction through rapid brainstorming 
activities, prototyping, and wireframing.  

Final Design 
Walk through the final solution from a user experience 
design perspective.  

My Design Process / Outline

GitHub’s existing mobile experience 



Product Opportunity 
Research & Competitive Analysis 

I conducted time-constrained foundational user research and looked 
over the competitive landscape in order to better understand the 

industry and start identifying the most compelling problem spaces.
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Product Opportunity / Project Lifecycle

There are many cross-functional touchpoints 
throughout a typical digital project lifecycle.



Design + Research Engineering

Product Opportunity / Project Lifecycle

?

Product / Project Management

While there are currently many tools that project participants use, there 
aren’t many that are targeted specifically towards cross-functional 
collaboration and treat cross-functional partners equally. 



User Research / Foundational Insights from Designers

“ 
When handing off work to engineers, I  always 
think the videos and mocks communicate the 
design perfectly. But what I get back often looks 
nothing l ike my intention, which ends up being 
an awful experience. 

                            - Harrison, Product Designer

View full research overview →

https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/GitHub-Research-Overview-NawrlfLSXTzGWgcUlvGKE?_tk=share_copylink


Competitive Analysis / Design Tools

Many design tools have popped up recently 
with a main goal of improving communication 
between designers and developers.  

These are generally seen as helpful, but 
remain somewhat separated from the 
engineering workflow, which can cause 
communication breakdowns. 



User Research / Foundational Insights from Designers

“ 
I  Use Zeplin for redlines, but it’s not very 
efficient. I  also use Dropbox, and it’s okay. It 
gets the job done for sharing fi les, but it’s hard 
to keep track of things. Google docs and Paper 
could be useful for comments but overall things 
are hard to track. 

                                     - Lin, Product Designer

View full research overview →

https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/GitHub-Research-Overview-NawrlfLSXTzGWgcUlvGKE?_tk=share_copylink


Competitive Analysis / Visual Regression Testing Tools

There are a host of visual regression testing 
tools made for engineering workflows. 

Most compare proposed CSS to previous CSS 
visually, and focus on engineers as the end 
user. 



Competitive Analysis / Percy.io

One example is percy.io, a continuous visual 
review tool for engineers building web apps. 

“Percy integrates directly into your 
development workflow to provide iterative and 
fast feedback about visual changes. This is 
what we mean by automated visual reviews.” 

The fact that so many of these tools exist 
shows a growing need from users within this 
problem space, but fragmentation leads to low 
adoption.

https://percy.io/


User Research / Foundational Insights from Engineers

“ 
There’s always a lot of miscommunication in the 
designer / developer handoff period. It’s really 
challenging to keep track across all the different 
tools we’re trying to piece together. 

                                                  - Alex, Engineer

View full research overview →

https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/GitHub-Research-Overview-NawrlfLSXTzGWgcUlvGKE?_tk=share_copylink


Product Opportunity / Summary of Learnings

Keeping track of updates 
Designers and engineers often struggle to keep track 
of cross-functional work. 

Polish 
Zeplin has improved polish for static mocks, but it’s 
still challenging to communicate animation values. 

Communication is a barrier 
Designers and engineers feel like they communicate 
clearly to their cross-functional partners, but often 
the results don’t reflect the original intention.  

Too many tools 
Designers and engineers are using too many tools to 
communicate with each other.  

GitHub as a collaboration tool 
GitHub feels very intimidating to everyone except 
engineers. 

Screenshot of SMS-based user interview 



Looking over the existing desktop and mobile user experience helped 
give me context into existing problem spaces and opportunities for 

strategic improvement.

Product Audit 
GitHub’s Existing Experience 



Product Audit / GitHub

GitHub is a great tool for developer 
collaboration, but doesn’t currently 
support much cross-functional 
collaboration. Some examples: 

•  Pull Requests (PRs) only include code 
reviews, even when there are visual 
updates that need reviewing. 

•  The UI is intimidating and there is no 
user experience geared towards 
designers, who may want to be 
involved in the review process. 



Pull Requests (PRs) are a great 
opportunity for design QA or as a tool for 
visual comparisons, but the current view 
doesn’t include useful features for visual 
reviews. 

Product Audit / GitHub PRs



GitHub has started rolling out project 
management tools, but they are still very 
developer focused and don’t provide 
collaboration features for designers.

Product Audit / GitHub Project Management



GitHub already has features to show 
differences in images between different 
code commits, which many developers 
find helpful.  

This creates the potential to apply similar 
concepts to full product screenshots, or 
to compare against mocks instead of 
previously committed code.

Product Audit / GitHub Image Diffs

Read about image diffs on GitHub here 

https://help.github.com/articles/rendering-and-diffing-images/


User Research / GitHub

“ 
I  don’t see any value in GitHub for me. I would 
love to get a GitHub link that I could open and 
actually gather some util ity from, but I just don’t 
see a use right now. 

                            - Harrison, Product Designer

View full research overview →

https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/GitHub-Research-Overview-NawrlfLSXTzGWgcUlvGKE?_tk=share_copylink


Brainstorming 
Strategy & Prototyping 

For this project, I did a variety of brainstorming activities to make sure 
I explored divergent options, and then narrowed down on a solution 

using sketching and prototyping.



User Journey / Critical Path

I mapped a critical path to start thinking about 
pain points throughout the user journey.

Designer: How should I communicate with developers? 
Developer: Why won’t the designer loop me in?

Design Ideation & Mock Creation

Designer: I’m really busy and am not sure how much to communicate. 
Developer: I’m not totally sure what the designer wants.

Hand Off

Designer: I feel like I have to micro-manage, or else I don’t know what’s going on. 
Developer: I’m not sure if I’m catching all the details, and I’m not sure how to loop in design.

Implementation

Designer: There are a lot of design bugs and no one is looping me in. 
Developer: We don’t have time to fix everything now, and I don’t know when to loop in the designer.

Review & QA

Designer: This isn’t as high quality as I had hoped and I feel frustrated. 
Developer: This isn’t as high quality as I had hoped and I feel frustrated.

Ship



Ideation / Crazy Eights Divergent Brainstorming

I did a series of rapid timed sketching activities to 
produce a lot of ideas in a short amount of time.  

I noted which ideas seemed the most interesting to 
me, and chose three concepts to sketch out in more 
detail. 



Ideation / Concept 1: Design Tools in Kanban Boards

Since GitHub recently introduced kanban-
style project boards, I thought it would be 
interesting to incorporate design into the 
process. Some ideas include:  

•  Create a “design spec” card for the project 
board. 

•  Design specs can provide redlining 
features, as well as show the full intention 
of the design through diagramming and 
research. 

•  Mocks can be pulled from design specs 
and attached to other cards. 

•  Cards that get converted into Pull 
Requests could attach the mocks as a 
reference. 



Ideation / Concept 2: Integrated Component Library

Creating component systems is always a 
challenge, often because designers and 
developers have a hard time keeping 
everything updated.  

This concept was an exploration around 
creating a living component library. 
Designers could update components 
through a user-friendly UI that automatically 
submits code for review. 



Ideation / Concept 3: Visual Reviews in PRs

Code review processes currently do not include design 
checks, even when the code is changing the design.  

This concept explores updating the Pull Request flow 
to include automated and manual visual checks. Some 
of the value includes: 

•  Automatically tagging designers for visual reviews.   

•  Including visual changes alongside code changes. 

•  Collaboration tools for better communication. 

•  A potential focus on mobile to improve the quality of 
feedback. Viewing mobile work on an actual device is 
closer to the real thing and will improve feedback. 



Ideation / Chosen Concept

I ultimately chose the third concept: Visual Reviews in PRs 

I decided to do a native version to show how it could optimize 
feedback for mobile work. 



Wires and Flows / Full Diagram

For a first pass at this feature, I scoped the experience 
to the designer’s perspective and established three 
main points in the user experience:  

1. A “hook” to alert the designer that a review needs 
attention.  

2. A redesigned Pull Request flow that includes checks 
for visuals.  

3. A feature that allows designers and developers to 
check the accuracy of the visuals by comparing the 
implemented version to the reference mocks.  

As an add-on, I decided to redesign the list of PRs in 
the main repository to apply the new visual styles to 
the entire flow.

View full wireframe mocks here →

https://www.dropbox.com/s/yxzoz08bh87v265/Wireframe%20Static%20Mocks.png?dl=0


Wires and Flows / Interactions

I decided to prototype the interactions for the “Visual 
Review” feature before moving on to visual design. 
Since this feature would rely heavily on interactions, it 
felt important to work out some of the issues before 
moving forward.  

One improvement I made after prototyping was that I 
realized that the navigation bar on this screen was too 
heavy and obscured the view.  

I also realized how future-facing the automated “best 
guess” code feature was when playing around with an 
actual prototype. I decided to make sure the final 
design would hold up without this feature and use it to 
establish future direction.

View prototype with interactions here →

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/pmcbsi8s1jzl5jz/AACSmQa2nmn7iAD4D1IIVKBga?dl=0


Final Design 
Visual Reviews for PRs 

The following is a walkthrough of the final design for the 
Visual Review feature.



Visual Review feature 



Final Design / Slack Entry Point

Scenario: An engineer just submitted a PR for a feature that 
includes design work. The designer was included in the list 
of reviewers as a “visual reviewer”. 

The designer gets pinged when the GitHub integration posts 
the PR in Slack. This is the quick entry point to the PR. 

The “users” are:

Jenny Ko, PR author 

Charlie Ogunse, Designer 

Eunice Lituanas, Developer



Final Design / Pull Request With Integrated Visual Review

This is the redesigned PR screen that the designer 
sees. It includes: 

•  An up-front summary section with an overview.  

•  A Visual Review feature incorporated into the 
main experience with a clear call-to-action, 
increasing its integration into the development 
process.   

•  Updated comment blocks for code and visual 
feedback.  

•  An updated checklist module that includes visual 
review checks. 

View a detailed PR anatomy here →

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kzlgem8wm98bovq/Final%20Mocks%203%20-%20Pull%20Request%20Anatomy.png?dl=0


Final Design / Pull Request Checklist

This is a closer look at the updated checklist module, which 
includes visual review features. 

Assign designers to review visuals
Visual Review Request

Future facing idea
Automated Visual Comparison



Final Design / Visual Review Entry Point

The designer can start a visual review by tapping the 
module on the PR screen. This launches the Visual Review 
feature.

View a detailed Visual Review anatomy here →

https://www.dropbox.com/s/kv4r7s5ntrmbeka/Final%20Mocks%204%20-%20Visual%20Review%20Anatomy.png?dl=0


The Visual Review feature includes: 

•  An “onion skin” comparison between the screenshot and 
reference mocks.  

•  Commenting in context.   

•  The ability to swipe to see more screens.   

•  A future-facing idea for automatically catching design 
bugs and suggested CSS updates. This would be out-of-
scope for the near term.

Final Design / Visual Review



Final Design / Visual Review Interactions

View prototyped interactions here →

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/jfplfsxbyxcxx6u/AAAoGvomNHBq2oMPAMunOAiMa?dl=0


Final Design / Repository List of PRs

The user can also go up a level in the navigation to see the 
full list of PRs in the current repository.



Final Design / Overall Experience

View all mocks and interactions here →

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/60l5qn3a48xudec/AABbDkwYDmks_wiDdFBgOZ9ba?dl=0


Visual Design / Style Guide

The final design includes an updated color palette, 
typography, and iconography.



Final Design / Summary

The final Visual Review feature and updated PR flow improve 
product development work in the following ways: 

•  Normalizes design reviews later in project lifecycles by 
integrating design into the code review process.  

•  Provides better tools for communication between 
designers and developers.   

•  Makes it easy to preview mobile work on a device as well 
as provide feedback directly on the visuals.   

•  Increases the ability to catch design bugs by providing a 
visual comparison tool. 

•  Proposes a direction for future improvements that can 
automate the design QA process. Automated tools have 
the potential to reduce overhead for teams and increase 
the quality of design in final products. 



All mocks and interactions →  

User research overview →  

Supplemental materials → 

Supplemental / Index of Links

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/72aeq035jmfg12w/AAB0_1C6N_oUBhSJIOC-x3QKa?dl=0
https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/GitHub-Research-Overview-NawrlfLSXTzGWgcUlvGKE?_tk=share_copylink
https://paper.dropbox.com/doc/GitHub-PR-Feature-Supplemental-Materials-P0JGyUHnkvixGCHuObz2M?_tk=share_copylink
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